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I Introduction

I

Few strategies for organizing classroom instruction
are as conunoniy used or as controversial as grouping
students according to their abilites. Ability grouping
has generally been considered an effective method
of~g instruction, particularly for the pwpose
of teaching reading. Traditionally, the heart ofearly
reading programs has consisted of small, teacherled, gu~ded reading groups, most often configured
according to the_ reading abilites of the students.
Few would dispute that instruction for any large
~oup of ear~y readers requires a consuierabie vonety ofoistructionoi Strategi~s, tasks, matenaJs, feedback and
gu1~e. Themosteffectivemannerin
which to accomplish this is a matter of
debate.
such
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dents who are placed in low ability groups in elementary school are likely to continue in these groups
throughout their formal years of education. "Because mobility between tracks is rare, students
placed in lower ability groups at a young age may
never be transferred to the upper tracks where
higher-order skills are
typically taught"
(Burnett, 1995, p.1 ).
Furthermore, critics
note the higher frequency of lower ability
groups taught by less
experienced teachers.
Also noted is a higher incidence of disruptive behavior with fewer positive peer interactions which
support learning.
In spite of criticism of ability grouping, research
exists to support its virtues. Loveless's ( 1998) research on ability grouping showed that no conclusive evidence could be declared one way or the other
as to the better way of organizing students. Other
reviews of the literature on grouping by ability reported by Sukhnandan and Lee ( 1998) indicate that
'The only consistent finding to evolve from the numerous experimental studies on the effects of different forms of ability grouping on pupil achievement is
that there are no consistent findings" (p.2). Schnidt
( 1993) notes in spite of this increasingly high-profile
debate, there is no known set of policies or regulations from either state or school district levels mandating practices on either side of the controversary.
Kulik·s ( 1992) guidelines on using ability level groupings recommend schools resist the calls for the wholesale elimination of ability grouping. "Bright, average
and slow youngsters profit from grouping programs
that adjust the curriculum to the aptitude levels of
the groups. Schools should try to use ability grouping in this way"(Kulik. p.2).
Supporters of ability grouping argue that the negative effects are grossly overstated and that positive
outcomes of the academic benefits for aU students
far outweigh the weaknesse . Economists BreY.er,
Rees and Argys claim "One of the major reasons
ability grouping has become unpopular seems to have
more to do with the selection process in determining
placement than the actual academic outcomes" (cited
in Noll, p. 265 ). Even opponents of ability grouping
seem to agree that of all the forms of tracking, withinThe New Hampshi" Journal of EduC"ation, Volume V

class ability grouping in a heterogeneous classroom
is the most acceptable form . "The more limited
research on within-class grouping suggests that,
compared with other forms of ability grouping, it
has a beneficial effect for pupils of all abilities"
(Sukhnandan & Lee, p.2). Reggie Routman, nationally renowned author of several texts on early
literacy programs, discusses the benefits of ability
grouping for early literacy instruction, and states
'"It· s just plain common sense to group young, developing readers" (2000, p.146). Moreover,
Routman reports that .. word study becomes u efu land instructive when it is based on students·
levels of development ...." (p.402).
Typically, elementary schools use within-class
ability grouping in reading instruction for the purpose of targeting instruction to each group· reading level. Kulik discusses these advantages in his
statement: ''Grouping programs that entail more
substantial adjustment of curriculum to ability have
clear positive effects on children .... Pupils in such
grouping programs outpeJform equivalent control
students from mixed-ability classes by two to three
months on a grade-equivalent scale"(p 1).
After reviewing the research, the position of
Bear, lnvemizzi, Templeton, and Johnston that:
"Indeed, there are man.v reasons to
be suspicious ofhomogeneous or ability grouping .... However. it can also be
argued that students benefit from developmentally appropriate instruction
and this type of instruction is difficult
to achie\•e when students are heterogeneously grouped... "( 2000. p. 51)

I

seems particularly applicable to the in truction of
emergent readers. The academic needs of all students are better met for early literacy instruction
when students learn in groups with others of irnilar capabilities and le\. els of achie\.ement. Using
small ability leveled groups for early reading instruction makes it po sible lo adju l the curriculum and/or teaching method more closely to the
needs of individual students while still meeting the
broader needs of others in the group. Once tudents become more proficient reade~. there are
more opportunities for grouping for reading in.wuction b) intere~t.s or higher level strategy work
21
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Takina0 into consideration our own experiences
in teaching emergent readers, we are led to support the use of ability level grouping for early readina0 instruction with the following cautions:
• This practice should be used only when there
is a clear educational justification,
Teachers
must be sensitive that a child's
•
reading group placement does not influ
ence other curricular grouping decisions,
• Group selections and adjustments should
be made using various and frequent forms
of formal and infonnal assessment, includ
ing astute daily teacher observations and,
whenever possible, co-teacher collabora
ti on.
• Groups must always remain fluid and flexible; if a student is overly or insufficiently
challenged by the activities, then that student should be placed in another more ap
propriate group as soon as possible,
• The teacher should ensure that the greater
part of the day includes other opportunities for heterogeneously grouped learning
activities including interest groups, whole
group and individualized instruction. This
provision would ensure that students with
varying abilities work collaboratively and
learn from each other, shar ing literacy as
well as other learning experiences.

History
In a small, rural elementary school in southern
New Hampshire, frequent discussions among the
(only) first grade teacher, principal, special education teacher, and Reading Recovery teacher focused
on the most effective model to deliver literacy instruction in their school. The discussion aclcnowledged the inherent frustrations in being able to provide high quality instruction appropriate to meet the
needs of the diverse population in a heterogeneous
~rst grad: classroom. Due to the wide range of
literacy skills among the children, teachers and parents were not satisfied with a whole group instruction approach. Individualized instruction was not
feasible either.
Ability-leveled groups seemed to be one way
to address this issue. However, the expectation of
22

approximately fifteen early first graders working
productively and independently for sustained periods of time while the classroom teacher provided reading instruction to the other groups was
not realistic. Furthermore, the classroom teacher
did not have the luxUI) of two or more hours (thiny
minutes for four groups) a day to devote to reading instruction. To compensate for this, shorter instructional periods with less frequent meeting times
and/or fewer groups with a larger number of students would be necessary. Obviously, this would
decrease the amount ofindividualized attention the
teacher could provide to each student and reduce
the chances the le son focus was appropriate and
specific enough to meet the particular needs of
each child within this larger group.
Instead, the school instituted a co-teaching
model utilizing the classroom teacher, special education teacher and Reading Recovery teacher
simultaneously to provide daily reading instruction to small, ability-leveled groups during a fortyfive minute time block. This team of professionals together was responsible for the systematic
planning of the reading program, selection of a~
propriate instructional materials and practices, and
decisions on group placements. Such an approach
met the needs of all of the students and solved
many of the classroom management issues. In
addition, this approach provided collegial collaboration for delivering the most effective instruction.
Abigail Scott, assistant editor of ADVANCE,
maintains that cooperative teaching models incorporating the coordination and reflective collab<r
ration of teachers, especially in the area of Ianguage arts, are very effective for all students, particularly those with special learning needs ( 1998).

Procedures
The Groun Selection Process
The information gained from various assessments was considered in determining the initial
placement of the students. This incJuded: end of
1?e year kindergarten scores in letter identification and phonemic awareness, kindergarten
teacher's input, a review of writing samples com~leted the first week of first grade, and observations of the first grade teacher. In addition, the
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Reading Recovery Observation Survey was administered to eight of the twenty-one childrenthose with the weakest pre-literacy skills. This data
was compiled to determine the selection of those
children from the class who would also participate
in Reading Recovery.
To begin the program, students were divided
into four groups. After a few weeks of instruction,
it became obvious that the lower-middle group,
consisting of seven students, was too large - the
skills represented were too varied and individual
needs could not be met effectively. The teachers
agreed that restructuring into five groups would be
more effective. Later in the year, it was possible to
return to four groups, giving proportionally more
direct instruction time to the
lowest readers. In addition
to more instructional time,
the two lowest groups also
had the fewest students;
these factors allowed more
individualized attention to
this population. It is important to note that group
placements were always
considered fluid and flexible and continued to be adjusted as frequently as necessary, using current assessment information and
co-teachers' observations. Assessments involved
a weekly running record for each child as well as a
text reading level assessment completed in November, February, and May. During the rest of
the day the students were involved in heterogeneous whole group or small group activities.
Scheduling
A forty-five minute time block was established
for literacy instruction with groups rotating among
the teachers. Four days of the week were designated for the typical program instruction while Friday was usually reserved for practice in reading
familiar texts from their group·s reading tub. This
additional practice was effective in increasing the
students' reading fluency. The tub contained the
books most recently read and discussed with the
group. The three teachers were available in the
classroom during this time to model partner reading and monitor the familiar reading.
The New Hampshire Journal of Education, Volume V

It was determined that for reading instruction
the special education teacher, who was also trained
in Reading Recovery, would work with the lower
two groups exclusively. 1be classroom teacher met
with all of the groups to stay informed on each
student's progress. The special education teacher
and the Reading Recovery teacher each worked
with one group for the full forty-five minute block
The classroom teacher met with two groups, separately, for at least twenty minutes each during this
same time block. During the months when four
groups were scheduled, each reading group was
meeting with a teacher every day. When there were
five groups, all of the groups - except for the lowest
- rotated in receiving reading group instruction four
days per week. On the non-instructional day, the students in this group
were directed to partner read familiar
text from their reading group tub.
The teaching team met weekly.
During this time, the three teachers
shared infonnation on the students, discussed groupings, and selected, sorted
and shared materials for each groups·
lesson plans.
Program Implementation
Given a typical five-day school
week, direct reading instruction was scheduled for
four days per week with Friday· s time block dedicated to practicing familiar texts from the reading
group· stub. Reading the familiar books was either
done individually or in pairs, with a teacher monitoring one or two groups.
The core of the daily reading instruction for the
forty-five minute block consisted of:
• Alphabet, phonemic awareness and/or
phonetic activities: The lower group began the year building on their letter identification skills and letter/sound correspondence while higher-level groups were able
to focus on word families, noticing word
parts and blending sounds. By the end of
the school year, higher groups were decoding multisyllabic words and using diphthongs. The lower group was using short
vowels and blends to decode one syllable
words.
• Poetry actfriries: E.ach group usuall) spent
23
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a few minutes ofeach lesson practicing readTeachers encouraged metacognition, the
ing a specific poem for approximately a
abilityofthereadertoidentifystrategiesused
to problem-solve at difficulty.
week. The lower group, needing to estabLish one-to-one correspondence, began
On those days that a teacher met with two groups,
with familiar nursery rhymes on wall charts. the shortened period nece sitated an abridgement
Higher groups worked from individual of some of the le son elements. The shortened lessheets of seasonal poems or poems selected son still contained ome familiar reading. a running
for particular word patterns. Practice on record of the previou les on ·s new book, a ne\\
the poems helped to develop phonemic book orientation and first reading of the new book.
awareness for rhyming and rhythm; the faBy ensuring that each group followed the same
miliarity helped develop fluency. These procedures, all of the group were exposed to the
poems were also used to help locate and same types of activities with an appropriate focus
identify high frequency words or word pat- on the groups· level of skills.
terns in context.
High frequency word review: Each day Results
the lower groups practiced reading up to 1 ~--------twelve high frequency words out of conIndividual assessments of reading levels and high
text; these words were selected from their frequency words were admini tered to all first grade
text reading. When a word became auto- students in November, February and May. A dismatic, both in and out of context. the word trict list of the first hundred high frequency words
was replaced with a new high frequency was used to measure the number of these words
word. The higher groups did not require the student could read out of context. In November the class average was 38 out of J00 words read.
this daily practice.
Familiar n>ading: Two or three books from In February the class average was 64 outof 100,
previous reading lessons were read for prac- and in May of the same year, the average was 87·
tice. A running record was taken on one
Individual running records using the Wright Group
student in ~ch group every day, using the Reading Assessment kit, a set of twent} texts of
new book mtroduced in the previous les- graduated difficulty, was used to measure individual
son.
,., book orientation: The teacher intro- progress, assist in configuring groups, and calculate
JYew
d uced the_ new book to the group, draw- a c.1ass
. average. In reporting the results and deter.
rrurung the success of the program, it was important
mg attention to the book's features (title to note how many students were reading at the ap~uthor, illustraco_r, fon:nat, etc.) and engag~ proximate grade level. Each text level was con1~g the students ma picture preview to acb te di b ·
verted to Reading Recovery levels to be consistent
va . an o~ UJld prior knowledge before with the classroom and instructional leveled text, and
reading. This_ also helped the students gen- als
o to an approximate grade level.
erat ~ quesbons_ and predictions. Such discuss1ons prov1 ded motivation to read th
The class results were as follows::
s~ory and to assist in comprehension. Spe~
• All four students were considered "atc1al vocabulary (i.e. "foal" "b" . ,,
risk" during their kindergarten school
"knight"•..enonnous,,,etc.)orrepeatec1Jan_
.
' iscuits •
year and received additional individual
·a1
~e patterns were also discussed duri
and small group support by the spect
this book orientation.
ng
education staff and the classroom
First reading of the new book: lmmediteacher.
~tely after the book orientation, a first read• All four students continued to receive
mg was attempted. Students were encouradditional services during their fust
ag~to~tem-sotveunfamiliarworc1sb
grade year in the form of additional
usmg their learned reading strategie:.
classroom support by the special edu-
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cation staff (four), speech and language
services (two), and individualized Reading Recovery instruction (four).
Two of these four students were recommended for retention of first grade
in the spring in their first grade year.

Conclusion
1-------------------~

Ability level grouping for reading instruction produced successful results by all measures. Students
quickly thought of themselves as readers. Skills
were targeted to small group levels and were more
closely aligned to each child·s instructional needs.
Smaller groups ensured increased teacher attention.
No student remained in a group that did not match
the student's skill level. Ample opportunities were
provided to read appropriately leveled texts with a
scaffolding to support developing reading strategies.
By rotating groups among teachers and providing
services in the classroom or nearby, those students
requiring additional support did not " look or feel
differently" from the others, thereby reducing and/
or eliminating the social and psychological effects of
the hierarchy inherent in ability grouping.
The team teachers benefited as well. despite the
fact that they found it necessary to commit themselves to a considerable amount ofmeeting and planning time. Excellent teaching was modeled and discussed among the three colleagues. Any teacher
confusions were discussed and errors were quickly
corrected. Materials and workloads were shared.
All ofthis resulted in a model of collaborative teaching
and collaborative learning.

Furthermore, measuring text reading levels and
high frequency words in September, before reading instruction began, would provide important data.
Establishing this baseline would facilitate the measurement of growth in reading levels from September to November.
During this study, the weekly running records
taken on individual students were used primarily to
determine group configurations. The acclll'acy rates
on leveled texts were the basis for group selection.
It would be useful, however, to further analyze reading errors recorded on the running record, as well
as the cues used by the child in making these errors
and self-<:orrections. lbis analysis could direct further or occasional grouping by a strategy focus.
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